Specifications

my PERSONIFY
Mobile Application for
Personal Comfort Management

Overview
my PERSONIFY is an intuitive tool used to manage temperature, fan
speed, lighting, and shades/sunblinds. The my PERSONIFY mobile
application allows you to easily customize your comfort settings directly from your mobile device when connected to an Allure UNITOUCH or EC-Multi-Sensor-BLE.
A Demo mode is also available to demonstrate the various functionalities offered and the benefits of the application even without a connection to any real hardware.

Features & Benefits
=

Enhanced flexibility and convenience for today’s occupants that
want more control over the comfort parameters in the space they
occupy, from a single and convivial device

=

Adjust room settings through any smartphone running Android OS
5+ or Apple iOS 10+ at any time

=

Easy connection via Bluetooth low energy technology for simplified connectivity between smartphones and room devices

=

my PERSONIFY is compatible with the Allure UNITOUCH and
EC-Multi-Sensor-BLE

=

The Personal Comfort option allows a user to save, edit or remove a group of pre-set room preferences for quick and easy access at any time

=

The occupant can define their personal preferences (units, theme,
favorite devices, etc.) to customize their user interface and space
comfort settings

=

Favorite devices can also be defined in order to automatically
connect to the most frequently used device

=

All control screens have been designed with the occupant in
mind, making this app easy to use, regardless of one’s technical
skillset

=

Leveraging several built-in intelligent features (Eco-Vue™ leaf,
automatic mode), occupants can visualize the environmental impact of their behavior while setting comfort parameters

=

Different secured connection modes provide a tailored user experience for various use cases

=

Using my PERSONIFY, the occupant can activate a series of settings predefined in EC-gfxProgram such as meeting modes or
tunable white settings

Specifications
Apple Operating System Versions Any device able to access Apple App Store and running on iOS 10
or newer
Android Operating System Versions Any device able to access Google Play Store and running on
Android 5.0 (Lollipop) or newer
Supported languages1 English, French, Spanish, Danish, German, Italian, Dutch, Polish,
Portuguese

1.

my PERSONIFY is installed in the same language as the mobile device‘s OS. If the OS is in an unsupported language, the app is installed in English.

Smart Room Control Subnetwork
BACnet/IP
100 m (328 ft) Maximum Length
Subnetwork: Cat 5e Cable with RJ-45 Connectors
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